
          
CHALLENGE

absoluteGENIUS club: Can your dog exhibit verbal cue control with presented hand between a nose 
and shoulder target? Can you and your dog develop this in any position - e.g. when you are stood to the 

side, sat on a chair, lying down or when your dog is in a sit, beg or even a down?

1) We incorporate this behaviour into our K9 Fitness 
Exercises, find that it develops our dog’s 
understanding of body awareness (improving skills 
such as weaving and jumping) and is a highly precise 
behaviour that can be used to calm! It also forms the 
foundation to perfect heelwork!  

2) We have a formula for teaching body part targeting. It 
involves value priming, place away & capture, adding a 
cue! 

3) Value priming: this is to ensure that your dog is not 
only comfortable with hand placement on shoulder but 
actually sees it as a predictor of something fun or tasty! 
We want to build this value, so that your dog will 
eventually seek your hand out with his/her shoulder! 

4) You do this by placing your hand on the shoulder, marking 
the moment, and rewarding.  

5) It is at this point that you should also add duration into 
the targeting with rapid-fire rate of reinforcement, 
especially if you are wanting to use this as a foundation 
for heelwork. 

6) Do this until your dog sees it as the very best thing in the 
world!! 

7) Place away & capture: this involves placing your hand 
slightly away from the shoulder and capturing the 
moment your dog rocks into it! How can you ensure 
your dog rocks into it?  
1) Build lots of value in the hand so that they seek it 

out! 
2) Use reward placement! Place your reinforcer on 

the opposite side to what you are working on, so 
that after your dog has eaten he/she will resume a 
straight position, which is where you have placed 
your hand! 

8) Do this until your dog has a good understanding of the 
moment that he/she targets his/her shoulder to your hand 
as the desired behaviour.  

9) Now build distance by moving your hand further away! 
Work on building two steps, then three steps, then 
forwards and backwards motion! 

10)  Add the cue when you have the final behaviour by saying 
your chosen cue (“shoulder”) before you can guarantee 
your dog will work to target your hand with his/her 
shoulder. Simple!

“Shoulder!”


